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Introduction to the Problem of Bias in Big Data

Historically, high-quality data for transportation safety planning has been expensive and slow to obtain. Recently, new big data sources have allowed for more detailed analysis of vehicle, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian trips than ever before. However, big data generally represents transactions, such as rail transit payments, rather than trips, which could also include a walking portion of the journey, which means they inherently include a range of biases related to representation. Big data sources offer both prospects and problems for transportation planning in terms of how well they reflect the broad population of transportation system users or individual markets subject to digital divide and other representation biases. Research has identified far-reaching bias issues in big data sources; this study will focus on those with an impact on transportation safety planning. After conducting a synthetic literature review and interviews with expert practitioners, results suggest implications for transportation safety research and practices to identify and mitigate bias in big data.

Using a synthesis of literature and interviews with expert practitioners, this project addresses two critical questions:

1. What are the sources of bias in big data for transportation safety planning?
2. What are approaches to mitigating bias in big data for passenger vehicles, transit, bicycling, and pedestrians?

One practical definition of big data in a planning context is “when [the data] is too large and too complex to be stored, transferred, shared, curated, queried, and analyzed by traditional processing applications. There is no specific size that is assigned to big data, as it is always growing” (1). Other definitions include dimensions of the volume of data starting in the terabytes; velocity ranging from very recent to real-time; and variety, including multiple data formats that may be highly structured or informal, such as social media. Some suggest “the volume of data continues to double every three years as information pours in from digital platforms, wireless sensors, and billions of mobile phones” (2).

Big data is changing the way that transportation planners work, leading to questions and challenges of justice in how that data is used, with recent scholarship suggesting substantial changes may be needed to mitigate potential problems (3). For example, fitness app data is being used to gain a better understanding of cycling routes, but studies have shown that big data sources represent only a segment of the population, varying significantly from survey data using traditional sampling methods (4). Similarly, comparisons of multiple big data sources on the same routes show significant differences and represent a small fraction of total travel (5). Despite these and other challenges, big data “can reveal new dynamics, can allow for the study of certain processes in real time and can highlight relationships and correlations that may pass unnoticed using classical methods and data” (6). Leveraging new research on the veracity of big data in transportation and
smart cities, this study will guide both research into and practices of transportation planning. This project involves two phases: 1) a synthesis of literature on bias in big data and 2) interviews with leading practitioners of transportation safety planning with big data.

The next section briefly provides background on recent developments in big data for transportation and documented research needs. Following the background, we describe this study’s methods, results, and conclusions.

Background of Big Data in Transportation and Research Needs

Connecting Big Data and Transportation Safety

Big data, collected by sensors that are part of transportation infrastructure, vehicles, cargo, or people, are promising for helping to answer questions about transportation safety that could lead to lives being saved. One of the key potential benefits of big data for transportation safety is understanding exposure to risk, which is often expressed as a measure of travel activities not captured by traditional data, such as walking trips (7). Some sensors, such as 24-hour cameras, provide non-biased data consistently if the stream can be parsed into useful information (8). However, most big data resources represent items rather than people—such as location tracking via smartphones or vehicles, or selectively posted social media. Big data categories and variables change with product cycles. A product update or data policy change impacts data used for safety analysis or research. Because of this, researchers using big data may have to alter their conceptions of transportation safety in ways that they do not when using the age-tested concepts of driving data collection. The fundamental issue is that “however big the data, Big Data are not about society, but about users and markets” (9). However, for transportation safety, the advantage of big data is that it allows analysis of changes nearly instantly. Further, the data may be available at spatial and temporal levels that reveal new relationships that are undiscoverable by traditional methods.

Both big data and traditional sources of data for transportation safety may include different forms of bias that might distort analyses. In some cases, these biases can impact real outcomes, such as where transportation funding is needed for safety improvements. Big data may include more observations about a transportation safety phenomena, but like surveys, still may not include all occurrences of those phenomena. Though survey research involves the development of a sampling frame that describes differences from the total population, the variance of big data observations from the entire population is not always available, creating challenges with measuring error and describing population coverage (10).

However, big data is in some cases the only data covering an issue of interest. Transportation agencies collect bicycling and pedestrian volume data sparingly, if at all, creating a challenge for understanding relative safety risks (11). New big datasets such as Google Street View imagery can
potentially be used for collecting pedestrian volumes, but are limited to available images, which do not currently include time-of-day metadata (12).

Emerging transportation technologies, such as automated vehicles (AVs), and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) might leverage big data to improve safety and other outcomes (13). Big data also supports transportation network companies, helping them predict demand and allocate drivers and vehicles appropriately. Increases in big data-driven mobility services could “improve road safety by creating a more viable option that keeps people from getting behind the wheel when they have been drinking, they are excessively tired, or they have other impairments (such as difficulties with night vision)” (2). However, the way big data is used for transportation safety can also be a concern. False matches or ambiguities “will provide fertile ground for speculation, innuendo, and the exercise of preexisting biases for, and particularly against, racial, ethnic, religious, and socioeconomic stereotypes” (14). For instance, algorithmic selection of individuals for no-fly lists can inadvertently restrict personal rights (9). Moreover, peoples’ awareness of privacy issues may impact the information they provide or their willingness to use a particular transportation technology, further complicating the availability of data and sampling biases. Depending on how agencies deploy big data analytics, adopted approaches could “exacerbate, magnify and accelerate the problem” (9).

As early as 2013, researchers shared the problem of biases in big data with broader audiences, including business leaders (15). Many already understand the potential for bias, but biases may be challenging to identify. As Crawford notes, “Hidden biases in both the collection and analysis stages present considerable risks and are as important to the big-data equation as the numbers themselves” (15). Articulation of needed research in this area can help focus what this means for the field of transportation.

**Research Needs**

Use of big data for transportation analysis calls for new quantitative approaches. Location-aware sensors in transportation networks, such as in-vehicle GPS and engine sensors, provide data that could potentially be used to improve transportation efficiency and safety (16). Next-generation research should take advantage of the high spatial and temporal resolution of big data, but also must develop new approaches to manage computational complexity and analysis times (16). The rise in the volume and velocity of data can potentially support predictive analytics—the use of big data to anticipate problems such as transportation safety issues—before they happen. However, little research to date explores how to implement or evaluate predictive analytics (17). Furthermore, new approaches to describing uncertainty and error propagation are needed for big data (18).

Beyond these needs, the transportation field needs to be able to leverage the best characteristics of both big data and traditional sources while balancing cost, and also must ensure professional training. Data fusion methods are needed to reap the advantages of big data, while still controlling for various biases through combination with datasets of known populations. Surveys are a key
opportunity for data fusion with big data, potentially supporting adjustment of big data as estimated values through controlling for population characteristics (10). Cost-effectiveness of using big data for transportation safety analysis needs further research, as agencies typically “do not calculate the costs associated with collecting, cleaning, managing, and updating Big Data” (17). Education content and approaches should be re-visited in light of big data’s impact on the industry but should be supported by research evaluating its effectiveness. Initial research suggests planners are still trained for “a data poor environment,” whereas they should be receiving education on how to handle big data through data mining, machine learning, simulation, and visualization (19).

Method

Synthesis of Literature
Research on big data has advanced quickly since 2010, and is influencing transportation and safety scholarship and practice. We searched three leading scholarly databases—Scopus, TRID, and Science Direct—to identify research related to sources and mitigation of bias in transportation research. Search terms in these databases included “big data,” “transportation,” and “safety,” resulting in 135 publications addressing this study’s research questions between the years 2010 and 2017. Among these, the project’s graduate student found 75 studies that addressed the research questions directly enough to be included for analysis of method, type of data, sources of bias, mitigation techniques, topics (transportation planning, planning in general, safety, and smart cities), and surface mode (transit, surface freight, automobile, bicycle, and pedestrian). The principal investigator reviewed initial categorizations for each study and revised four.

We used this categorization of literature to form a basis for synthesizing findings and recommendations across fields on the topics of identifying and mitigating bias in big data.

Expert Practitioner Interviews
To further explore the issues associated with bias when using big data in transportation planning practice, the second part of this report is informed by interviews with practitioners in the field.

Developing an Interview Guide
We constructed a semi-structured interview guide to focus on insights from expert practitioners of big data in transportation, intended to capture ideas on our research questions beyond already published research. We expected expert practitioners to come from a range of backgrounds and employment, with participants including employees from public departments of transportation, private sector consultants and data providers, and researchers. The semi-structured interview approach allowed the interviewer to focus the discussion on topics of interest while encouraging the interviewee to emphasize particular areas of interest and expertise (20). We included “probes” as bulleted topic items, which were related to our research questions, on the interview guide. Some probes were expected to fit some interviewees more than others, providing additional interview flexibility. The interview guide was reviewed by the human subjects protection programs at both
Texas A&M and Virginia Tech and is available in this report as Appendix A: Semi-Structured Interview Guide: Bias in Big Data for Transportation Safety.

**Identifying Big Data Experts**

Interview candidates were identified by using the search term “big data” in conference agendas for two recent planning and transportation conferences: the 2017 and 2018 Transportation Research Board (TRB) Annual Meetings, and the 2017 American Planning Association (APA) National Planning Conference. From these search results, interview candidates were chosen according to the following criteria: a) they were presenting research or participating in round table discussion of big data use at the named conferences, b) they held a position within their organization that gave them substantial knowledge of the strengths and limitations of big datasets, and c) their current contact information was readily accessible through conference agenda(s) or online.

The second criterion for interview candidate selection—that the practitioner hold a position within their organization that gives them substantial knowledge on the strengths and weaknesses of big datasets—is intentionally broad. While we hoped to reach interviewees with knowledge of and experience in applying the techniques necessary to mitigate bias encountered in big datasets, this broad scope of inclusion allowed us to capture organizational representatives with more diverse career backgrounds and industry affiliations. For example, this criterion allowed us to capture interview candidates such as a travel demand modeler at a state department of transportation as well as a salesperson at a company that compiles and sells big datasets for transportation planning purposes.

We requested interviews via email with 39 experts in the use or analysis of big data for transportation, and 10 respondents completed interviews, resulting in a response rate of 26%. Figure 1 shows that most interviewees were located across the United States, with one respondent located in Toronto, Canada. Interviewees were engaged in four categories of work: universities (N=4), private sector (N=3), state departments of transportation (N=2), and a city transportation department (N=1). To encourage candid responses, we offered anonymity.
Conducting Interviews
We completed interviews remotely via the chat function in online conferencing software. We requested interviews via text-only (no audio or video). One participant preferred to use full audio and video. There are advantages and disadvantages to conducting interviews online and the using text-only approach in particular (21). The first advantage is pragmatic—given the limited time and budget of the project, text-based interviewing requires no transcription. The software provides a complete transcript of text between all parties in the interview, including time stamps. The second advantage is that there is no loss of data through mis-transcription of audio, or note-taking during the meeting. Third, online interviewing was convenient for our study population of big data experts, who have access to broadband internet and may be better able to accommodate an interview in their workspace with little interruption or disruption of schedule. Online text-based interviews are synchronous—allowing real-time interaction—yet they allow hesitations for reflection that might be awkward in person. Disadvantages of online text-based interviewing include the lack of non-verbal communication and nuances in speech, and limits on the speed of information flow due to typing, as compared with real-time speech. We typed notes during the interview with the single interviewee who preferred full audio and video to typing. This interview process resulted in a qualitative dataset useful for original insights, but we caution generalization of the responses to others due to the small number of interviewees.

Coding
Despite the relatively small dataset, coding of key issues in the interview corpus allows review of content in a consistent method focusing on crucial themes (22). Coding of qualitative data, such
as interviews, requires observers or readers to categorize, scale, or measure each of a given set of predefined units of analysis, in effect characterizing them by one value from each variable of analytical interest. However, there are many occasions in which texts...have multiple interpretations” (23). This study employs an approach developed in 2016, in which two analysts evaluate the reliability of multiple codes assigned to each interview question, resulting in an overall reliability coefficient (23).

Interview coding involved three steps: 1) developing a codebook to guide analysis of interviews, 2) coding of the interview data itself, and 3) preparation for reliability analysis. The principal investigator developed a codebook to enable evaluation of the interview content by other researchers. Included in this report as Appendix B: Interview Coding Instruction, the codebook focuses only on key concepts related to this study’s research questions, described in qualitative analysis research as structural code analysis (24). The principal investigator then formatted interview content into de-identified spreadsheets, with responses to each question on a new row for coder review. Two researchers then independently coded the interview corpus, reviewing each interview response for each question for the occurrence of any of the seven codes. This process mirrors a double-blind review since neither the coders nor interviewees knew each other. We went a step further and worked with two researchers, who were not involved in the interviews in any way, to code data. Since assigning qualitative data code to characterize interview content is inherently subjective, responses from both researchers’ codes required comparison to evaluate the reliability of the codes as constructs describing big data for transportation safety. Researchers did not iteratively discuss or re-evaluate their coding based on each other’s preliminary work. Codes were then re-formatted for reliability evaluation using open-source Multiple Valued Nominal Alpha software, available from https://github.com/rcraggs/mvna/releases and http://www.asc.upenn.edu/mvnAlpha.

Reliability Through Multi-Valued Nominal Agreement
Two measures of coding reliability are common: simple percentage agreement of codes between coders, and a coefficient ranging from 0 = complete disagreement to 1 = perfect agreement, which includes calculation of the random likelihood of codes being the same. This study includes both, with the latter including advancement to support multiple values (codes) for a single unit of data (interview response to a question).

Reliability coefficients are evaluated as the relationship between the observed and expected disagreements between coders. The equation below shows a general form of this calculation, with the multi-valued alpha coefficient $\alpha_{mv}$ expressed as one minus the ratio of observed multi-valued codes across the data corpus over the expected codes:

$$\alpha_{mv} = 1 - \frac{mvD_o}{mvD_e}$$
Multi-valued nominal agreement extends this formula to account for the use of multiple codes per analysis unit, no applicable codes per unit, missing data, and any combination of these issues, in addition to bootstrapping and other techniques to evaluate the probability of codes reflecting agreed constructs, rather than agreement by chance (23). Coders are not required to choose one code that “best” characterizes the data unit—they can choose to use no codes, one, many codes, or skip the entry. In this way, we can evaluate the reliability of the key constructs of bias and mitigation of big data bias in the interview corpus.

Results

Overview of Topics in Literature and Interviews
Before detailing sources and mitigation of bias in big data, this section provides a broad characterization of our findings from the literature search and interviews.

Literature
Review of the big data literature by topic and mode in this sample reveals an emphasis on studies of transit. Ten of the transit studies exploited social media data. Social media included both geo-tagged posts to analyze location and time, and textual analysis to study perceptions. The emphasis on social media may be particular to the period of analysis, spanning the origin and rise of social media in contemporary life, and riders’ use of social media. We also found safety analysis within other travel modes, including surface freight, automobile use, bicycling, and walking. In addition to safety, we found applicable studies in transportation planning, planning in general, and smart cities that addressed issues of bias in big data.

Table 1. Co-occurrence of Topic and Travel Mode in Big Data in Transportation Articles, 2010–2017 (N = 75)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Topic</th>
<th>Transit</th>
<th>Freight</th>
<th>Automobile</th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>Pedestrian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Planning</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning (general or field other than transportation)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Cities</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Some articles included only one topic (no co-occurrence), while others included multiple listed topics and modes, so total co-occurrences do not match the number of articles.

Interviews
Analysis of interview data focused on the codes developed to address the research questions regarding sources and mitigation of bias in big data. In addition to codes for bias and mitigation, we included the same travel mode classifications as in the literature review: transit, freight,
automobile, bicycle, and pedestrian. We added an additional code, *interpreting*, to help identify how interviewees understood big data as a concept or technology.

Big data experts responded to our interview prompts with insights ranging between two- and more than 200-word responses to individual questions, some including several of our concepts for each of the seven items. Our interview coding system allowed for analysis of both individual and combinations of topical codes in a single response. Co-occurrence analysis of topics similar to Table 1 resulted in 77 different combinations of codes, including each of the codes and combinations of codes found in each response. Overall, the two coders agreed on 76% of individual responses, resulting in a multi-value nominal alpha coefficient (mvn) of 0.544. This means that coders interpreted individual interview responses the same more than half of the time after eliminating the probability of agreement on any code due to chance.

*Source* (of bias) was the most common code in the dataset, identified 23 times by coders. For instance, a respondent employed as a researcher noted that, “big data from mobile devices probably under-represents older segments of the population and maybe lower income populations. However, it also does a better job of representing under-represented road users like bicyclists and pedestrians.” Other respondents similarly showed nuance in how bias is prevalent in big data and used in practice—the presence of bias did not preclude thoughtful implementation for our respondents.

The frequency of codes relating to travel modes suggests interviewees’ interests and experience. The most common modal code was vehicles (mentioned nine times), then bicyclists (mentioned eight times), and transit (mentioned three times) Interviewees did not explicitly discuss pedestrian travel in the context of big data.

*Mitigation* (of bias) was coded in nine interviews instances. One researcher described a range of ways that big data users can mitigate bias, including the following suggestions:

- Combine big data with “traditional data” like surveys. Interpolate big data or use it to create synthetic populations. Wait for larger sample sizes. Skilled experts can work with raw data using data mining and machine learning techniques. Less-skilled users can acquire data from intermediaries that make sense of it for them. Even then, they probably need basic data management skills and often GIS capability.

This type of response suggests that productive mitigation tactics are, in many cases, still on the horizon of practice. Review of the literature shows that data fusion techniques to mitigate bias are of interest, but few big data providers or practitioners currently use these methods—mitigation of bias is limited by skills.

*Interpretation* (of how big data is understood as a concept or technology) was coded 11 times. A researcher described big data as potentially problematic regarding high volumes that may contribute little to understanding, noting, “our cities are getting data-obese. We need to learn how
to cure them. I think data quality is an important factor to consider. Data bias is a concerning sign of sickness.”

**Sources of Bias in Big Data**

Review of literature and interviews suggests three broad categories of sources of big data, and five types of bias found in big data. This section reviews sources of bias in big data from mobile phones, social media, and travel observation, and describes *aggregation bias, coverage bias, non-response bias, sampling (or demographic) bias, selection bias,* and *social desirability bias* through examples from research and interviews.

**Mobile Phone Data**

Mobile phone data is one of the most widely used big datasets in transportation planning (25). One interviewee described big data as mainly “being generated through cell phones or non-engagement [passive] methods.” There are generally two types of data passively collected from mobile phones that are available to transportation planners: call data records (CDR) and sightings data. CDR are records of interactions; information such as the caller, call recipient, duration of the call, and the location of the tower routing the call are preserved each time a mobile phone user places a call. Sightings data are recorded each time a mobile phone is positioned and, therefore, are likely to have higher temporal and spatial resolution than CDR, which record one entry per call and record one tower location for that call (25).

However, because these data are generated passively, recorded each time a mobile phone connects with a tower in the cellular network, integrating this information into the transportation planning process requires a great deal of inference. Because mobile phone data, like CDR or sightings data, are not collected for transportation planning purposes, the data often do not answer typical transportation safety research questions (26). For this reason, bias can enter the transportation planning process anywhere planners are making inferences from cell phone-based big datasets (25).

The biases arising from inference can be exacerbated in situations where researchers lack a contextual understanding of what the data mean on the ground. The current gaps in access and capacity between research disciplines have led to a scenario where big data research is often undertaken remotely by computer and data scientists, rather than in the study community by social scientists (27). Proprietary datasets held by corporations don’t allow access to certain big datasets, and the capacity of different research disciplines to employ technical skills in advanced statistics and computer science has led to a noticeable gap between those able to analyze big data and those able to understand the context of the data in terms of the study community (27).

Bias can also creep into the transportation planning process if researchers are not clear about the provenance of their mobile phone big data. Although mobile phone data are one of the most applied and researched in the realm of transportation planning, some researchers have expressed uncertainty about the way in which the data they access were collected (26). Understanding, for
example, the different “levels of geographic specificity” between call data records and sightings data as discussed above is a key prerequisite for integrating such big data into transportation planning processes (25, 27).

Once transportation planners and researchers have a clear understanding of how their big data were collected, and if they can find ways to contextualize the data in their study communities, they can then begin to focus on mitigating *sampling-related biases* that make mobile phone data unrepresentative. First, issues like mobile phone ownership rates fundamentally affect who is covered in a sampling frame based on mobile phone data (25–27). Because less than 100% of the transportation planner’s target population uses a mobile phone, let alone a mobile phone served by the same carrier, the sampling frame is subject to *coverage bias* (25–28). Furthermore, if those not present in the data sample (those who do not own or use a mobile phone) differ systematically from those who are present in the sample (mobile phone users) in terms of key demographics or other inputs, the sample is subjected to *non-response bias* (25–28).

Beyond market penetration by mobile phone carriers and personal mobile phone ownership rates, the differences in personal use of mobile phones can inject bias into transportation planning based on mobile phone data. As explored in the definitions of call data records and sightings data, data is only recorded when a mobile phone is in use and connected to the cellular network, resulting in irregular sampling frequencies (26). Transportation planners using mobile phone data in their work should recognize that, due the way data is recorded, differences in mobile phone use from user to user may translate to some users being underrepresented and some being overrepresented in a given sample (27).

Finally, mobile phone data is subject to *measurement bias* because the records in the dataset may not correctly or precisely describe the indicators of interest to the researcher (28). For example, transportation planning researchers cannot assume that one SIM card record in their dataset represents just one targeted user (27). Multiple users may be using one shared SIM card or phone or, on the other hand, one user may have multiple mobile phones or SIM cards (25, 27). Furthermore, the proximity of mobile phones in the study area may make it difficult for transportation planning researchers to parse out individual mobile phone users to make inferences about subjects such as travel trajectory (25).

**Social Media Data**

Despite the findings present in the literature of frequent use of social media as a source of big data for research, our interviewees did not mention this connection. Several studies produced particular insights on the topic of bias. Tass and Hong identified three kinds of sampling bias from the use of geotagged social media data to understand urban dynamics (29). First, the use of Twitter and Foursquare represent participants’ voluntary actions, rather than strict records of urban movement. For example, the authors note that “the Museum of Modern Art in New York has more check-ins than Atlanta’s airport, even though the airport had almost three times as many visitors in the period that was studied” (29). Second, social media users who provide location data do so to show where
they want to be seen, rather than where they actually travel. Researchers describe this problem as social desirability bias (10, 30), in which people provide information to confer status, rather than to accurately depict their activity. Third, urbanites in general, and “young, male, technology-savvy people” use social media at higher rates than other groups, creating a sampling bias for analysts wishing to understand transportation system users in general (31).

**Travel Observation**

A literature review revealed examples of big data research dealing with bias in each major travel mode. A private-sector interviewee described their work with big data for travel observation as including “a lot of multi-agency systems and traveler information systems, [integrating] data from a variety of sources … for better information.” This interviewee noted that, “local planners have come to us once we have started data warehouses to get data for their needs,” suggesting this area is an emerging field that depends on finding ways to make big data resources more refined and accessible.

Automobile data collection can include sensors that are part of the vehicle itself, such as GPS and toll tags, as well as sensors carried by the driver, including smartphones. As previously suggested, a sampling (or demographic) bias occurs when the people buying the products tracked, like a car or phone providing travel observation data, do not represent the total population. GPS-based travel surveys may be more accurate than traditional travel diaries in terms of correctly logging the time and routing of trips, but can introduce problems with correct identification of travel mode and trip purpose (32), which are key inputs for travel modeling. However, big data can be particularly useful for tracking complex travel behaviors such as ridesplitting (33). This area is likely to advance quickly as more data from transportation network companies such as Uber and Lyft become available.

Bicycle data collection incorporates sensors that may be part of a dedicated bicycle computer (combined speedometer, GPS map, and often heart rate or power calculations) as well as mobile phone apps. Garmin and Strava, for instance, both offer sports-oriented platforms that can record the same travel observation data on either a dedicated bicycle computer or a smartphone app (34, 35). These datasets provide a new opportunity to understand bicycling, but the use of the equipment and apps (often expensive) create a significant sampling (or demographic) bias (36). Review of demographics of Strava users in Travis County, Texas, and elsewhere, shows that the users of these apps reflect more of the male, and young to a middle-aged segment of the population (5, 37, 38). Further, bicyclists may choose not to record all of their trips with many of these apps that also provide online social sharing (39)—again connected to a social desirability bias, where participants may only log bicycle trips that are sufficiently fast or long to record and share as an accomplishment. Bicycle sharing systems and emerging scooter platforms also generate trip data, which still only reflect the customers of each system.

Pedestrian travel observation through big data, beyond simple counts using automatic detectors, is in its infancy (11). One researcher interviewee confirmed that the problem with big data for
pedestrian travel “is that there is some imbalance from those represented in big data versus all pedestrians…this could bias against older people who do not use a cell phone.” Mobile apps that track running have the same bias problems as bicycling data (36), but may be even more exacerbated based on use—walking trips may be too numerous to track using an app that requires activation for each trip. However, new approaches that can track pedestrian trips using accelerometers or other sensors may support more broad representation of a pedestrian community. Ride Report is one app developed for bicycling that attempts a classification of walking trips and may be useful for studies of transportation and health (40). The app also supports the ability for individuals to re-classify their travel mode for each trip, in case the algorithm detects it incorrectly. As of this writing, Ride Report does not have a pedestrian data product, but is part of a rapidly-advancing developer community that may provide additional pedestrian travel observation data.

Surface freight is a particularly challenging mode to track, which is perhaps associated with the proprietary nature of competitive businesses. To protect business interests, big data providers must aggregate individual trips and shipments at a level tolerable to the freighters. Aggregated data may yield different analysis results from individual data, resulting in an aggregation bias inherent in analysis products (41).

Transit data ranges widely from automatic counter systems and smartcards that record essentially all users of the system—and therefore have little inherent bias—to social media data that fails to represent the entire population of users. One analysis of transit reviews on social media found that the demographic of social contributors did not match the target of transit users—the demographic skewed young and affluent (42). Also, the social reviews found online did not always focus on how transit systems could improve, limiting the usefulness of this information for system planning and operation.

**Mitigating Bias in Big Data**

**Overall Methodological Approaches**

Rigorous research designs, such as randomized control trials and mixed-methods approaches, may identify specific biases in transportation data. Randomized control trials involve assigning individuals or groups randomly to categories, such as in a transportation analysis process, and then evaluating impacts to each category. The differences may reveal biases in transportation planning or operational data that could result in unfair and/or dangerous conditions. Mixing methods, such as incorporating qualitative data like interviews with big quantitative data may help contextualize data for better understanding of biases in big data, and approaches to mitigating those biases (1).

**Mitigating Bias in Automobile, Bicycling, and Walking Data**

Five different studies pointed out methods to mitigate bias in big data relating to motorized vehicles, but the methods are broadly applicable to data from any transportation mode. The first step of mitigating bias is to filter out unreasonable data points; this could include speed-based or pattern-based filtering methods to flag likely incorrect or inapplicable data for a given
circumstance (25, 43). One interviewee from a department of transportation noted the importance of treating vehicular customers as equals, describing their operational intent as follows:

…all vehicles are equal and so we work to manage traffic as equally as possible… whether the [data-providing] vehicle is a traditional personally owned vehicle, an Uber in route to a pickup, or an Uber with a customer.

Regardless of the apparent focus on vehicles rather than people as customers, this suggests a need to evaluate how big data represents actual users of the system. Data fusion, such as integrating big data with census data, can help control for sampling bias, making the combined product more representative of the population (26). Another approach to improve representation includes over- or under-sampling of data, such as collecting more data from under-represented users (42). Developing and including high-quality metadata that describes the development and refining of any big data resource helps users evaluate and fix problems with bias (44). Finally, it would be useful to provide ways for data users or consumers to share data cleaning and analysis methods somehow, such as in an online forum (44). This final method could be particularly helpful for new markets and applications of big data, where the users represent the subject matter experts for how the data should be interpreted and deployed in practice. These techniques are broadly applicable to mitigating bias in big data, including non-motorized modes.

**Mitigating Bias in Freight Data**

Surface freight can be challenging to understand as a whole, limiting opportunities to mitigate biases in big data. This report mentioned aggregation bias in freight data resulting from groupings of individual data. Mehmood and others describe a Markovian approach to correct for aggregation bias (41), which may be considered along with other techniques such as temporal or spatial models that incorporate a random selection of individual data to detect bias and adjust fit to the aggregated data.

**Mitigating Bias in Transit Data**

Operational characteristics of transit support several approaches to mitigate bias in big data. Monitoring can occur at the point of fare purchases, vehicle boarding, and vehicle alighting. In addition, requirements for planning and reporting to funding agencies provide aggregate statistics to evaluate other data sources. For instance, big data can be validated against traditional travel survey methods like on-board counts and surveys, in addition to gaining an understanding through interviews (45). Combination of qualitative data, such as interviews, with big quantitative data such as alighting counts, shows a mixed-methods approach to validating big data (46). Mixed-methods approaches can help answer questions relating to how and why big data should be viewed skeptically or mitigated in specific contexts.
Discussion of Implications for Research and Practice

Big Data as New Data
Governments and private sector organizations have developed data gathering methods appropriate for transportation safety over decades, if not centuries. Big data does not automatically replace these efforts; in fact, in some cases, big data may be less appropriate. However, some sources of big data also constitute new data, capable of addressing problems that traditional approaches have missed. For instance, use of crowdsourced bicycling data provides travel volumes over a broad area and fine time scale, which was not previously captured (5), enabling analysis of safety considering relative risk similar to motorized modes. Similarly, vehicle-tracking data such as that provided by ridehailing companies like Lyft enable analysis of detailed origin-destination trips at a fine time scale (47). Similar to the new bicycling data, this resource could support thorough understanding of modes not captured by traditional data collection techniques. However, neither approach is widely used for transportation safety at the time of this report. Agencies should explore how to test and implement these approaches to save lives while improving mobility.

Disparate Impact
Advocates and researchers have identified ways in which software algorithms may leverage data so as to result in a discriminatory policy. As Desouza and Smith note, “Disparate impact is the idea that a policy is discriminatory if it has an adverse impact on any group based on race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, or any other protected status” (1). Statistical analysis of housing data in Texas resulted in a 2015 Supreme Court finding of disparate impact that the Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs had perpetuated “segregated housing patterns by allocating too many tax credits to housing in predominantly black inner-city areas and too few in predominantly white suburban neighborhoods” (48). Suresh Venkatasubramanian at the University of Utah’s School of Computing conducts test on datasets that include no race or gender information through modeling to correctly predict race or gender. He suggests these datasets can be re-arranged in ways that do not harm the data, but prevent them from identifying groups that could lead to disparate impacts (1). Though big data is only beginning to impact research and practice for transportation safety, the potential for inequitable impact is logical. As noted in the aforementioned Supreme Court finding, “Big data continues to present blind spots and problems of representativeness, precisely because it cannot account for those who participate in the social world in ways that do not register as digital signals” (49). Proactive organizations can analyze big data related to transportation safety to identify potential disparate impacts related to transportation safety.

Open Data
Review of literature and interviews show the importance of verifying big datasets against other resources. Open data can refer to an organizational policy of providing data to the public, usually at no cost, as a standard practice rather than only releasing certain datasets. Researchers have shown the importance of open data in terms of planning (50), transit system operation and
management (51), and megaregional governance (52). Open data is an ethical issue for some, who note the potential of big data systems to “consolidate power in the hands of experts and large private firms to the exclusion of citizens and small, independent firms” (50). However, merely providing public access to data does not mitigate problems of bias in big data alone—all of the methods discussed in this study still apply as does the need for agencies to simplify access to, and interpretation of, open data.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Our review of current literature and a limited set of interviews show both challenges and opportunities for the use of big data for transportation safety. The field is still emerging, and researchers to date have focused on isolated projects with little synthesis of understanding for improving transportation safety analysis. We used traditional techniques of literature review combined with recent analytical improvements in qualitative coding to evaluate the key issues in bias and how to mitigate those issues in practice and research. This report collects the existing research on the topic to date, and contextualizes current insights through interviews with experts.

Transportation organizations have four issues of key concern when thinking about biases in big data and how to mitigate those biases in transportation safety:

1. **Keep transportation experts and the public central in determining the right goals and metrics to evaluate transportation safety.** Big data may provide detail on how to address specific issues, but research and expert interviews suggest the existence of a particular dataset should not drive the prioritization of goals and metrics.

2. **Develop new methods to relate big data to the total population needed for transportation safety.** Integrating traditional census data, surveys, and traffic counts with new big data sources may help users understand who, what, where, and how many crashes occur at fine locational and time scales. These approaches represent the cutting-edge in current research on big data for transportation safety; effective use of data fusion to make big data more representative should be a key concern.

3. **Leverage big data to answer difficult questions.** Assumptions and expectations about what transportation safety problems are answerable using traditional methods may not hold when considering analytic opportunities presented by big data. Bicycling, ridehailing, and pedestrian trips represent emerging areas for which agencies have not traditionally held quality data for evaluating safety.

4. **Work ahead to transfer emerging knowledge to future problems.** The transportation safety implications of automated vehicles are enormous (53–56). However, many studies to date have used simulated data and conjecture to forecast potential safety impacts. Current big data, such as ridehailing data, could be extremely useful as empirical proxies for technologies that are not currently measurable on a large scale, such as autonomous vehicles.
All of these approaches suggest needs for a tight relationship between transportation safety researchers and practitioners. Researchers should focus on the real and ethical implications of their big data research on transportation safety, listening to practitioners for key issues that should drive outcomes and lead to lives saved. Practitioners can turn to researchers to help evaluate new big data resources, remaining cognizant that most datasets do not represent the total population, and few methods exist to reasonably adjust them to compensate. The private sector is rapidly developing new big data resources that can potentially save lives with thoughtful application, but their advancements should be critically reviewed before implementation in transportation safety practice.

This study suggests more opportunities for further research than answers to bias problems to date. Non-motorized modes present a major opportunity to improve transportation safety planning, operation, and outcomes. Emerging travel modes such as neighborhood electric vehicles and autonomous travel are also principal opportunities to leverage existing big data for present and future endeavors.
Additional Products

**Education and Workforce Development Products**
Findings from this study were presented to a national webinar audience, through the Transportation Research Board Bicycle and Pedestrian Data Subcommittee. Held June 26, 2018, project PI Greg P. Griffin presented the webinar under the title: “What do the Experts Do? Insights from Interviews & Literature to Deal with Bias in Big Data.” Two other presenters contributed to the webinar event called “Conversations about Counting: Big Data – Implications for Bicycle and Pedestrian Traffic Analysis.”

The graduate student involved in this project, Meg Mulhall, is also finalizing her master’s report in Community and Regional Planning at The University of Texas at Austin, based on this study.

**Technology Transfer Products**
The project report will be the primary product of this study, which will be posted on at least three platforms: the Safe-D website, the TTI publications catalog, and the TRID database.

A summary research paper of these findings was accepted for presentation at the 2019 Transportation Research Board Annual Meeting, paper number 19-03196.

Researchers are revising the paper for submission to a double-blind peer-reviewed journal.

A practitioner-oriented article will be developed for a trade magazine or blog.

**Data Products**
Complete transcripts are available on the Safe-D Dataverse in a single text file. The transcripts are organized by interview question, from 1 through 7. Transcripts do not include personal identifiers.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Semi-Structured Interview Guide: Bias in Big Data for Transportation Safety

Noted: bulleted items are optional probes for further questioning, depending on the interviewee’s responses.

Interviewer:

Interviewee:

Position of Interviewee:

Place:

Date:

Time of interview: Start End

Optional Introductory Text:

We want the interview to flow as much as possible and for you to feel that you can contribute exactly what you want to the discussion – almost as if we were having a conversation. However, we think it might be worth mentioning a few guidelines prior to starting the discussion.

As this is an ‘interview’, we do have some topics that we would like to cover and we will probably use these to guide the discussion. However, please feel free to ask questions yourself and to raise any topics that you think are relevant that we have not mentioned – but do try and stick as much as possible to the theme of biases in big data.

Do you have any questions before we start?

Questions:

1. When did you start working with big data in transportation?
   - Related to transportation safety?
   - Does this differ from others in your organization?
2. Why did your organization decide to use new sources of big data?
   - Champion
   - Organizational leaders
   - Planners
   - Public

3. Has using big data helped improve transportation planning?
   - How do decision makers (clients) interpret your big data applications and insights?

4. Are there ways that the data does not represent the entire population of interest for transportation planning?

5. How do you mitigate the impact of big data not representing the population?
   - What skills are required in order to work with big data in this way?

6. Overall, has using big data has improved planning for transportation safety in your applications?
   - Process
   - Geographic scale
   - Outcomes

7. Is there anything else I haven’t asked about that you would like to add?
Appendix B: Interview Coding Instruction

Instructions for Qualitative Coding in the Excel Workbook

1. Go to the first question worksheet "Q1", and read the entire entry for the first interviewee.

2. Review the codes in columns to the right of the text entry, and code a "1" if the code topic is present in the response, and "0" (zero, not O) if the code is not present in the response. The column code will include each coder's name, for later comparisons.

Code Descriptions:

SOURCE - This code indicates that the response includes description of something that causes some type of biased understanding of transportation; it does not represent the full population in some way. SOURCE could relate to the users of Waze more likely being younger than the population, for instance.

MITIGATE - This code represents some way that the respondent mentions dealing with issues of bias in big data. MITIGATE could include surveying Waze users to weight responses by community demographics, for instance.

VEHICLES - This code designates the respondent discussing passenger vehicles; this could include motorcycling, Uber, or electric cars, but not freight or other modes.

TRANSIT - This code includes discussion of buses, streetcar, commuter rail and related passenger transit, but not the use of other modes to get to transit.

BICYCLING - This code is for discussion of bike riding for any trip purpose, including electric-assist bikes or bike sharing.

WALKING - This code is for any pedestrian issues for any trip purpose.

INTERPRETING - This code includes an interviewee describing how they understand big data as a concept or technology.

3. Repeat this process for the Q2 through Q7.

4. Email g-griffin@tti.tamu.edu to notify when you've finished the coding assignment.